VestnesOcean has furnished ships and vessels for many years. Our expert staff always have ideas for better adapted and more expedient furniture, simpler fitting and more interesting materials at the back of their minds.

We have thousands of hours of experience of furnishing, and our staff know all there is to know about fitting, time pressure, quality requirements and standards. Not many companies have more experience of the challenges of fitting out modern ships.

This was an excellent starting point for creating something new ourselves, and for designing and adapting products that meet the challenges, products that fit and are aesthetically pleasing, that function and are easy to fit.

VestnesOcean’s strength is to cooperate with designers, experts in materials and suppliers. Inspired by Willy, star of the film about a killer whale, which turned up on the west coast of Norway seeking a life in freedom, the international Transplant designers, designed VestnesOcean’s range of furniture based on the whale shapes.

The range of furniture was named Willy. Designed for the life on board.

Willy is ship’s furniture. Designed and developed exclusively to suit the modern ship. Shape and functionality have been designed for maximum use of the available space. Each individual unit can be adapted, all for the comfort of the crew.

Willy furniture is both for the captain’s cabin and for the berth of rookie sailors. Bunks, sofas, chairs, tables, computers, televisions and music systems are all incorporated and adapted.

To give more feet space all Willy furniture starts with a rounded drawer module. This gives more floor space in the cabin and additional storage space. Cupboards and stowing space are utilised to the full. The furniture allows flexible fitting and use.

The cupboard doors are covered in an upholstered fabric that makes the interior snug and comfortable for everyday use. The textile is made for rough conditions and it is treated to be water repellent. The use of textiles also reduces hard surfaces that reflect sounds. You’ll find the cabins fitted with Willy furniture quiet and a good place to be.

Willy furniture is like its whale namesake – playful, sociable and happy.

THE CREW

The life of a sailor is a powerful mixture of adventure, monotony and hard work. A pleasant atmosphere on board the ship makes it an exciting and good life, whether the voyage is a long or short one.

Navigare necesse est... Sailing is a necessity. It is also necessary to navigate your way to your destination safely and correctly.

THE CREW

The life of a sailor is a powerful mixture of adventure, monotony and hard work. A pleasant atmosphere on board the ship makes it an exciting and good life, whether the voyage is a long or short one.
THE OCEANS

The Atlantic. The Pacific. The Indian Ocean. Most people can imagine the colours and smells or dream of the great oceans. At least sailors can.

In the future, Willy will be sailing the seven seas. As a furniture and interior design from VestnesOcean in Norway.

Willy has been developed for modern shipbuilding and outfitting. It is the result of thorough knowledge of the maritime industry and contemporary design. Developed in the beautiful coastal town of Florø near the Norwegian fjords, the tradition for high-quality workmanship and shipbuilding dates back a thousand years.

The Transplant designers created simple shapes. New materials and techniques were chosen to produce user-friendly furniture and interiors. The lines of the furniture are inspired by Willy the famous whale. The outline, shape and suppleness of the whale are easily recognisable.

Willy is built to make it easy to change the colours of the cabin if desired. Sofa pillows and door coverings can be replaced and instantly create a whole new look. The door upholstery is fixed using velcro to the doorblade and is changed without tools as well as the sofa covers that are zipped off and on with a new textile.

THE WILLY COLLECTION

The furniture and interior is easily fitted to the ship’s design. Made as a whole and created for a long life on the seven seas. Willy has been designed in three ranges: ‘Atlantic Willy’, ‘Pacific Willy’ and ‘Indian Willy’.

The interior colours are based on a serial system. The furniture is available in three different colour and material combinations. The material and colour selection for the furniture in the Willy collections is the departure point for determining the atmosphere of the entire room. You can then choose between two colour schemes for the floor and curtains in the room. The textile for the sofas and doors follows the furniture colors.

Willy has been designed in three ranges: ‘Atlantic Willy’, ‘Pacific Willy’ and ‘Indian Willy’. The interior colours are based on a serial system. The furniture is available in three different colour and material combinations.
The Pacific Willy collection is inspired by the emerald sea and exotic woods found in South America and Asia. The soft blue/beige sofa textile gives a smooth backdrop to the dark woods, colourful carpets and curtains. In Pacific Willy you can choose between a cool LA turquoise room interior and a warm Panama golden earth.
In the Atlantic Willy collection the colours are those of the wild sea and light nordic woods. The light grey of the sofa textile and birch colored furniture are neutral and light. Inspired by the Bergen vegetal green interior choices you’ll feel the natural scandinavian atmosphere. Choosing the Havana tobacco brown will transform the interior into a warm place.
ATLANTIC WILLY / CABIN

- Soft Book Stopper
- Soft Door Handle
- Base Drawer
- Desk Drawer
- Chairs & Tables
- Sofa Table
The Indian Willy collection proposes a darker choice of textiles for the furniture, as dark grey meets light cherry-tree wood. These colours mix perfectly with the spicy inspiration of the Singapore chili. The red and orange tones of floors and curtains, as well as the dark floor and large patterned saffron curtains of the Mumbai interior.
CUSTOM MADE INSTALLATION

Vestnes Ocean is a Turn-Key supplier of accommodation for comfortable living on board.

We carry out the total outfitting for all kinds of vessels and offshore installations.

From insulation of the steel, all the way to a complete finished project.

With over 20 years of experience and our own specially designed furniture line, we deliver top quality living quarters.

ACHILLES CERTIFICATION

Achilles Joint Qualification System (JQS) is a unique collaboration between Norwegian and Danish oil and gas operators and management contractors. The participating organizations use the system to provide information and to select suppliers and contractors when buying goods and services.

Vestnes Norway AS is qualified in the Achilles Joint Qualification System.

We are a supplier of top quality products, which meet the offshore business requirements.